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This paper is concerned with the study of the measure of an univariate polynomial . We present
a collection of known results of this quantity and propose some algorithms to compute it .
These algorithms are either new or variants of known ones ; some are algebraic, others are
semi-numerical . In the course of this study we show (or recall) how linearly recursive
sequences can be used in elimination problems . We also propose algorithms for computing the
number of complex zeros of a polynomial which lie outside of the unit circle
. The paper ends
with examples and estimates of the cost of the algorithms .
1. Introduction
1 .1 .
The measure of a non-zero polynomial
~-d-~
P(z) = ad z d+ . . . + aa = ad
11
(Z-a,)eC[Z]
i=1
d
M(P) = Iad l 11 max
{1, Iail},
i=t
and was first considered by Mahler . If P and Q are non-zero polynomials, note that
M(P . Q) = M(P) . M(Q)
and also that, for any positive integer k,
M(P(Xk)) = M(P(X)) .
We shall be mainly interested in polynomials with rational integer coefficients . When a
is a non-zero algebraic number, we define the measure M(a) of a by the formula
M(a) = M(P), where P is the minimal polynomial of a over Z. The measure of algebraic
numbers has some important properties ; we recall them briefly.
Let a and a' be two non-zero algebraic numbers of respective degree d and d' . The
absolute value of a satisfies
1/M(a) IaI M(a) .
	
(M 1)
The measure of the product a . a' satisfies
M(a . a') < M(a) d ' . M(a')', (M2)
§ These authors were invited professors at the Universite Louis Pasteur when this work was done .
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and the measure of the sum c~ + c( satisfies 
M(e+e')  <~ 2a'a'M(oO "r. M(O:') d. 
Let k be any positive integer, then 
M(~ ~/k) ~< M(~). 
(M3) 
(M4) 
PROOFS. 
(M1): The proof is almost obvious. 
(M2): Let a and a' be the respective l ading coefficients of the minimal polynomials of 
and ~'. Let {~i; 1 ~<i~<d} be the set of conjugates of a and {c~); 1 ~j~<d'} the set of 
conjugates of a'. Then a. a' is a root of the polynomial 
ad'" an. H (z-- o: i . o@ 
i , j  
moreover, this polynomial has rational integer coefficients. This implies the estimate 
M(~.  ¢) ~< an' . a n. .~. max {1, I~,. ~51} 
It,l 
<~ a n' . an. H max {1, NI} n'. 1-[ max { 1, I~)l} a 
• j 
= M(o:) a' . M(oO n. 
(M3): The proof is similar to the previous one. 
(M4): Let P be the minimal polynomial of c~ over 7/. Then cd/k is a root of the polynomial 
Q(X) := P(Xk), so that 
M(od/k) <~ M(Q) = M(P) = M(a). 
1,2. 
In recent years, M(a) has been intensively studied in number theory because of 
Lehmer's (1933) problem. In 1857, Kronecker proved that, for a non-zero algebraic 
integer a, M(c0 = 1 iff c~ is a root of unity (a proof will be given below). For any integer 
D >I 2, define: 
e(D) = Inf {re(c0; deg (a) = D, a # 0 and c~ is not a root of unity}. 
Since there is only a finite number of algebraic numbers of degree D and bounded 
measure, e(D) > 1. In 1933, Lehmer asked the following question: 
"lim inf e(O) > 17" 
The problem remains open. Lehmer found the Salem number a = M(a)= 1.17628... of 
degree 10. In spite of extensive computations by Boyd up to degree 20, it is still the 
smallest known value for M(c0, where a is not a root of unity. 
The first very good lower bound of e(D) has been proved by Dobrowolsky (1979): for 
each e > 0 
( loglogD~ 3 
c(D) - - l>(1 -e ) \  ~ .] forD>Do(0.  
The term (1 -0  in this formula has been replaced by (2 -0  by Cantor & Straus (1982) 
and then by (2 ,25-0  by Louboutin (1983). For more details and a proof of the estimate 
(log log D~ a 
c (D) - l>>\ .  I~D 2 '  
see Mignotte (1977-78). 
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1.3. 
In the recent algorithms factorising a polynomial P(z) with integer coefficients, a priori 
upper bounds for the coefficients of a possible factor Q(z) play an important r61e. Let 
L(Q) be the sum of the moduli of the coefficients of Q and d' be the degree of Q. Then 
L(Q) ~ 2 a'. M(Q), 
but obviously 
M(Q) <~ M(P). 
So, we get 
L(Q) <~ 2 d'. M(P). 
This inequality shows that it is very useful to find good upper bounds for M(P). Such an 
upper bound is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let 
d 
P(z) = ~ atz ~ 
l=O 
be a non-zero polynomial with complex coefficients. Then, its measure verifies 
( 2) M(P) ~ lIP211:= ~ la~[ • 
i=0 
This result can be proved in at least four different ways: (i) using Parseval formula 
(Landau, 1905), (ii) by a general inequality on norms (Hardy et al., 1934), (iii) by a simple 
algebraic omputation (Mignotte, 1974), and (iv) as a consequence of Theorem B below. 
1.4. 
The second section of this paper gives numerical ways to compute approximations to
M(P) and to find # P, the number of roots of P which lie outside the unit disk. Section 3 
contains an algebraic method to compute M(P), more precisely to find a polynomial Q 
with integer coefficients which has M(P) as prevalent root (i.e. the root p of Q such that if 
Q(a) = 0 and a # p, then I#1 > lal] i as well as to compute # P. The algorithms presented 
here are of independent interest and can be used for different problems. 
2. Numerical Approach 
2.1. SZEGO'S THEOREM 
The measure of P is also given by the formula 
So that, applying a general theorem of Szeg6 (see e.g. Dym & McKean, 1972) we get the 
following result. 
THEOREM B. Let P be a non-zero polynomial with complex coefficients. Then 
M(P) = Inf {]IPQII2; Q monie}. 
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Moreover, for any fixed degree n, it is possible to compute 
I.(P) : = Inf {IIPQIh,'  Q monic and deg (Q) = n} 
(see Lawton, 1975). 
Thus, we have 
M(P) <~ I,(P) for n >~ 0 
and 
1,(P) --, M(P) when n-.oo. 
For n = 0 we get Theorem A and n = 1 gives the more precise result: 
COROLLARY. The measure of 
d 
P = ~ aiz l 
satisfies t= o 
M(P) 2 ~< IIPIl~-Iaoal +a laa+. . .  +an-xanl a. IIPII~ -=- 
If 
2.2. A GRAEFFE-L IKE  METHOD 
d 
P(z) = ad. []  (Z--Oh), 
define i= 1 
d 
e , ,, 2 m ,,tz) : = ad • 1--[ (Z -- C¢ 2") for m I> 0. 
l= l  
These polynomials can be easily computed: Po = P; if 
P,.(z) = F(zZ)+zG(z2), then P,,+l(z) = F2(z)-zG2(z) .  
These polynomials verify 
M(Pm) = M(p) 2". 
Moreover, M(Pm) < IIPI[2 by Theorem A and obviously 
So we get: 
PROPOSITION l. With the previous notations 
2-d ,2 - , . "  2 -m 2 -m IIPmll2 ~< M(P) ~ I IP , . I I= • [] 
This method has been discovered independently by several people (D. Boyd, 
M. Langevin, C. Stewart, etc.). 
REMARK. Here is the proof of Kronecker's theorem. Suppose that c~ is an algebraic integer 
with M(c0 = 1. Let P be the minimal polynomial of cz over Z. Then, P is monic and the 
P,,'s have degree d and bounded coefficients, because 
IIPII2 ~< 2aM(Pro) = 2aM(P) 2m = 2 a. 
So, the set of Pm'S is finite. This implies that the set of the ~2,-,s is also finite. Thus, there 
exist two different values m and m', for which ,2m'= ct2m. QED 
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2.3. HOW TO GUESS •P  
Suppose that the roots of P satisfy the inequality 
Icql ~>... >i Ic~kl > 1 >/[C~k+l[ >/ . . .  >~1%J, 
SO that # P = k. Consider again the polynomials I'm defined above and put 
d 
P~(z) = y, b~)~ '.
/=0 
To simplify the notation we suppose that P is monic. Obviously, 
,b~'2,1<~ (di) lcq . . . cq[ 2" for 0~<i~<d 
and 
. . .  cql - max {lej,... cg, I; (Jl . . . . .  j~) ~a (1 . . . . .  i)}2,-. 
These remarks lead easily to the following result. 
(,) 
(**) 
PRoPOsITION 2. Suppose P is a monic polynomial and the bl '') are given as above. For a small 
enough .fixed ~ > 0 (namely, Jbr 1-e  > [C~k1-1) and for m>~0, define the integer l as the 
largest integer h such that 
Ib!'.~l[ ~< (1-02"lbl"'~[ for i = d -  1, d -2  . . . . .  d -h ,  
Then 
I=#P form>mo(O.  [] 
REMARK. It is possible to give an effective form of the previous proposition. The first step 
is a lower bound of #:= I~k[(> 1). By (M1), 
I[~kl- 11 i> 1/M(l~kl- 1), 
or 
# >t 1 + (M(IC~kl- 1))- 1, 
and, by (M4), 
M(l~kl) ~< M(l~k[2) •
Since I~kl 2 is of the form cq. c~k,, for some index k' (maybe k '= k), its degree is at most 
d(d -1)  and property (M2) implies 
M(l~kl z) ~< M(ak) 2a, 
so that IC~kl is an algebraic number of degree at most 2d(d-  1) and of measure bounded 
above by 
M(l~kl) ~< M(c~02a ~< M(P) 2a. 
Using (M3) and Theorem A we get 
# >1 1 +2-2ala-*)llPIl~Za. 
The second, and last, step consists in estimates of the b~ m~ which involve # and d. For 
i>~ d-k, the estimate (,) implies 
2 m 2m - Ibl'~ll ~< 2dl~, C~a-~-I ~< 2%1 2'. . . . . . .  ~d-~l /~ , 
whereas (**) leads to 
Iblm~l t> 1~1... ~a-tl2m( 1 --2am-2"); 
so that 
Ibl'~)ll ~< R#-2"lb}") I, where ,~ = 2d(1--2d/.t-2") -1, 
for i=d- l ,d -2  . . . . .  d -k .  
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From the obvious upper bound 
Ib~'2k-ll <~ 2dM(p) a" 
we get 
Ib~2kl >i ,~-~lb~2~_~l. 
Notice that 2 ~< 2 e+~ for m t> m~ (effective). Now take e, 0 < ~ < 1 _#- t .  The conditions 
on m are 
1 -a  >1 ~t-~2 a-" 
and 
1-~ < 2-2-"; 
it is clear that these conditions are satisfied for m larger than some integer mo(e ), which 
could be written effectively in terms of # and ~ (or in terms of d, I[PII2 and e). 
Sometimes, the following simple application of Rouch6's theorem may be useful 
(Rouch6's theorem can be found in Marden (1949)). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that the polynomial 
d 
R(z) = ~ c~ 
satisfies l=o 
191 > Ic01+ . . ,  +lcj -~l+lcj+d +, . .  +lcal, 
Then R has j roots in the disk Iz[ < 1; in other words # P=d- j .  Moreover, R has no root 
on the unit circle lzl = 1, [] 
3. Algebraic Method 
3. l. GENERALITIES 
We consider a monic polynomial 
d 
P(z) = t~=1 (z-- oq) ~ o~[z], 
where ~ is an arbitrary field and the cq's belong to the algebraic losure -~ of ~-. In the 
third paragraph of this section we shall describe a purely algebraic method aimed to 
compute the polynomial 
vk(z) = I-[ ( z -~, ,  ~, , . . .  ~)  
the product ranging over all k-element subsets of {1, 2 . . . .  , d}. Obviously, if ~ = C and 
Ic~,l >~. •. >~ lak[ > t~k+ ii >~. • • >/I%1 (namely, the case which we are mainly interested in), 
such a polynomial Pk(Z) admits ax c% . . .  a k as its (unique) prevalent root (which can be 
computed, for instance, by Bernouilli's method). A more detailed treatment of this 
subject--including the general case (i.e. the case in which . . .  >t I~k[ >t lak+~l...)--can be 
found in Cerlienco et al. (1980). In particular, choosing k = #P,  one can find M(P) as a 
root of Pk. Paragraphs 3.4 and 3.5 give a determination of #P.  
The following section contains some technical results about linear recursive sequences 
only used to justify our algorithm. Recall that a sequence (u,),,~N, u,e~' ,  is said to be a 
linear recursive sequence admitting the polynomial g(z) = z h -  ah- l Z h- t _  . . . - -ao  as scale 
of recurrence (or characteristic polynomial) if the equality 
Un+ h ~--- ah_ lUn+h_  1~-  . . . +aoU n 
holds for every n >/O. It is easy to prove that the set of all the linearly recursive sequences 
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with the same scale of recurrence g(z) is a h-dimensional vector space over ft. Properties 
of linearly recursive sequences used hereafter can be found, for instance, in Cerlienco 
et al. (1987). 
3.2 .  EXTERIOR PRODUCT OF L INEARLY  RECURSIVE  SEQUENCES 
Let us begin with a few simple properties of exterior product of linearly recursive 
sequences. 
First of all, consider an arbitrary d-dimensional vector space V over the field ~ as well 
as its kth exterior power A k V. Recall that for any fixed basis b° -   (b °, b ° . . . . .  bd °) of V, 
precisely module over of (  )ox,er or products 
b °, ^  bj ° A . . .  ^ b2 ° ,  1 <~jl <~... <~Jk <~ d. The basis ~k ° of A k V is ordered according to the 
lexicographical order of indices. In the associated bases b ° and ~o,  the components of the 
exterior product vt /XVaa . , .  ^Va~AkVarethe(a~maximalminors  
\K/ 
of the d x k matrix 
where 
Vl , j t  V2 , j t  " ' " l )k ,  J l  
a j t , . . . , j k  = • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
V l , j k  V2 , jk  ' ' " l )k,  Jk 
Vl ,1  V2,1 • . . Vk,  1 , 
V l ,d  V2 ,d  , . . Ok, d 
d 
vj = ~ vj, sb °. 
S=I  
Consider a change of bases b ° --* b~ on V represented by a d x d matrix A. It induces the 
change of bases b ° ^ . . .  ^ b~ ~ b]~ A . . .  ^ b]~ on A a V. The latter basis is represented by 
the kth exterior power AaA of the matrix A, that is the matrix whose entries are the 
minors of size k of A arranged in the lexicographical order on indices of rows and 
columns. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let b °, b 1 . . . . .  b", . . . be a sequence of  bases o f  V such that all the changes o f  bases 
b"--* b "+1 are represented by the same matrix A and let 
d 
P(z )  = I-[ ( z -~, )  
/=1  
be the characteristic polynomial o f  A. Put 
P~(z) :=  I-[ ( z -~,  % . . . ~i,,), 
with 1 <<, is <~ d and s v ~ t--* i s "/: i,. For any given list o f  k vectors el, v2 . . . .  , v k of  V, the 
vector of  °~(d) consisting o f  the components of  vl A v 2 A . . .  A Vg relative to the basis 
is denoted by wm. Then the sequence w- - (w  °, w 1 . . . . .  w" . . . .  ) is a vectorial linearly 
recursive sequence admitting Pk(Z) as its scale of  recurrence. 
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PROOF. The orbit w of w ° under the action of AkA is a linearly recursive sequence whose 
scale of recurrence is the minimal polynomial of the matrix AkA. Thus, it is sufficient o 
prove that Pk is a multiple of this minimal polynomial. Let J be the Jordan form of A. It is 
easy to see that A*J is a triangular matrix whose main diagonal consists of the roots of Pk. 
Since 
AkA = Ak(T JT  -~) = A~T • AkJ. AkT -~, 
the proof is complete. 
REMARK. Even if the minimal polynomial P of A is also its characteristic polynomial, it 
may happen that P, is not the minimal polynomial of AkA. For instance, if P = (z -a) , ,  
then Pz=(z -a2)  6 and (z -a2)  5 are the characteristic and, respectively, minimal 
polynomial of A2A. As a consequence, it may happen that the scale of recurrence P, of the 
linearly recursive sequences considered in the above Lemma is not necessarily the minimal 
one, say M,. On the other hand, it is clear that, for "generic" v~,. . . ,  v,, M, (a)=0 
implies P~(a) = O. 
We are now able to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Put 
d 
P(z )  = l - I  ( z -@ 
i=1  
Let #l, 1 ~ i ~ d, be d linearly recursive sequences with the same minimal scale P(z). Denote 
by E = (¢j) the d x oo matrix whose rows consist of the sequences ¢~ and denote by E~:i, ..... :k 
(j>~ 1, 1 <.Nk <<.d, O<~jl < . . .  <jk <<.d--1) the minor 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i ,  
.l:k ~:k gk  
~j+j~ ~J+J2 " ' "  ~J+A 
Then, the sequence (Ej:j~ ..... jk)j~N is a linearly recursioe sequence associated with 
= I-I ( z -a , ,  . . . 
that is with Pk as a scale of recurrence. 
PROOF. Consider the set (P)-~ of all the linearly reeursive sequences associated with P with 
values in ~-. It is a d-dimensional vector space over ~.  More precisely, it is the subspace 
of ~-N orthogonal to the ideal (P) c o~ (~) generated by P. Let us take the basis b ° of (p)l 
consisting of the d fundamental linearly recursive sequences, b ° = (b~j)j~, 1 ~< i ~< d, that 
is, the linearly recursive sequences defined by the first values b°~ = cS~.j for 1 ~<j ~< d (3~ is 
the Kronecker symbol). For any linearly recursive sequence ~ = (~p)p~ e(P) and for any 
positive integer j, the components of ¢ on the basis b J :=  E-Jb ° = (E-Jb~ . . . . .  E-:b °) (E is 
the shift operator) are ~j+l . . . . .  ¢j+d. Since the change of bases b°~b:  in (P)± is 
represented by the matrix C: where C is the companion matrix of P, the statement follows 
from the Lemma. [] 
3.3 .  COMPUTATION OF THE POLYNOMIAL I-[  (Z -  O~i, . , . 0~ik ) 
Proposition 4 permits us to calculate (dk) linearly recursive sequences associated with 
Pk in terms of the sequences ~i associated, to P. (Notice that, if the ~t's are linearly 
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dependent, the theorem is trivially true but useless.) We have observed that for arbitrarily 
chosen linearly recursive sequences ~i, it may happen that Pk is not the minimal scale of 
such sequences ofdeterminants and then, in particular, that the prevalent root of Pk is not 
a root of that scale. However, that does not occur if we consider only the first components 
of the exterior product ~ ^ ~2 ^ . . .  ^ ~d and if we choose ~1 as the dth fundamental 
linearly recursive sequence associated with P (i.e. ¢)= ~J,d for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  d) and put 
¢~:= E ~-t¢~ (see Cerlienco et al., 1980). Notice also that the minimal scale of a linearly 
recursive sequence u = (uj) of rank s (that is, admitting a minimal scale of degree s) is the 
polynomial given by the determinant 
1 z 
Ul //2 
U 2 123 
Z 2 . . . Z s 
U3  • • " Us  + 1 
124 • • • Us  + 2 
Us  Us+I  Us+2 • . . U2s 
All this gives the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let ¢ = (~j)j~N be the linearly recursive sequence associated with 
d 
P(z) = adza + . . . +ao = ad. 1-I (Z--at) 
i=1 
defined by ¢1 =¢2 =. . .  =¢e-1 =0, ~d= 1. Then, we have 
1 z z 2 . . .  
At A2 Aa • • • 
Pk(z) = a. 1--[ ( z -c~. . . .  %) - -  A~ A3 zL . . . .  
Z q 
Aq 
Aq+ 1 
. . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Aq Aq+l Aq+2 . . .  A2q 
where a is a non-zero constant, the product ranges over all k-element subsets of  {1 . . . . .  d}, 
q=(~)  and finally 
 j+2 . . .  Cj,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ,  ° 
[] = 
3.4. SCHUR-COHN METHOD REVISITED 
The algorithm computing M(P)--sketched in section 3.1--uses the above proposition. 
Thus, knowledge of # P is required. To solve algebraically this problem, essentially two 
methods are known. The first consists of replacing it by the search of the roots which lie 
in the half-plane Re (z) < 0 (Hurwitz-Routh problem). The other uses the Schur-Cohn 
method (see, for instance, Marden, 1949; Henrici, 1974), a version which we shall now 
discuss. 
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If there exists some complex number p such that P(p)= P(1/~)= 0, then the Schur- 
Cohn method does not work. To avoid this difficulty, we first compute the polynomial 
Q(z) = g.c.d. (P, P*), where P is as in Proposition 5 and P*(z )= ~OZe+f i l zd - l+ . . .  +~t d
(obviously, Q(p)=0 iff P(p)=P(1 /~)=O) .  Then, #P=#G+#Q,  G:=P/Q.  We 
compute # G and # Q by different methods. 
The computation of #G can be done by Schur-Cohn method. For the sake of 
completeness, we recall it briefly here. 
Given the polynomial G(z)=o, , z "+ . . .  +#oeC[z] ,  we shall denote by TG the 
polynomial 
TG:=9oG-gmG* =~,,a(I~-lz"-I + . .  " +9o~I~ (with G*(z )=goz '+.  . .  +9,,); 
then, g~o 11 = tg0[ 2 -  [g,,[2 is real. 
We define also 
TG if -(~) # U0~o I) for every u such that lul = 1; ,qm-  1 
SG--- TG otherwise, 
where G= (:+2g/lar). G(z) ,  q being the positive integer such that 
~"~ = uOcJ ~, .. g~_. = u~,  ~.,~m-~-  ~ u~ U~I - -  I " 
and 
((1(1) ~,~(1)~/ : , (1 )  , 
(,q ~ x ,vm-q-  l - -~f fq  / IOm-  l , 
It can be proved that Yk : = (SkG)(O) ¢ 0 for every k s { 1, 2 . . . . .  m} and that, if yj < 0 for 
j s{ j t , . . . , j ,}  ~_{1 . . . . .  m}, ja< j2<. . .< j r ,  
then 
t 
#G = m-  ~ ( -1 )~-~(m+l - j , )  
8=1 
(see Marden, 1949; Henrici, 1974). 
REMARK. It must be emphasised that, if P(p) = P(1/~) = 0, then skp is self-reciprocal for 
some k. In such a case the integer q is not defined and then the algorithm does not make 
sense anymore. 
3.5. COMPUTATION OF THE NUMBER OF ROOTS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE 
It remains to compute #Q. Relative to this problem, the usual textbooks are 
incomplete (e.g. Durand, 1960, p. 131) or even incorrect (cf. Marden, 1949, p. 156). 
The algorithms we shall use here are valid for any real polynomial Q such that 
Q(+l)~0. 
Denoting by s the number of roots p of Q such that ]p[= 1, we have 
#Q=½(deg(Q) -s ) .  It is easy to see that s is equal to the number of real roots a, 
-1  ~<a~< 1, of the resultant R(x)=Res(Q(z ) , z2 - -2xz+l ) .  We may express R(x)  as a 
second-order determinant: 
R(x)  = Det(Q(A)) = IqoI + ql A + . . . + qtA'[, 
where Q(z) = qo + • • • + q~z t and 
0 -1  
A - 1 2x 
is the companion matrix of z 2 -  2xz + 1. 
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It can be also proved (see Cerlienco et al., 1983) that s/2 is equal to the number of real 
roots a, - 1 ~< a ~< 1, of the polynomial )~(x) = g.c.d. (Lo, L1), where 
} = ( -  1) ~ (qr-a-zi-,-qr+2*a+2~-,) (2x) J
j=o (. i=o 
with r/e {0, 1 } and r = [½t]. 
Generally, it is more convenient to use Z(x) rather than R(x); in fact, 
deg (R) = 2 deg (X)+p where p is the number of roots z of Q(z) such that Q(1/z) ¢ O. Of 
course, in both cases, s may be computed by applying Sturm's rule to either R(x) or Z(x) 
(Sturm's rule can be found in Marden, 1949). 
4. Practical Study 
4.1. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider, for example, the polynomial 
P(X) = X 6 + X s +~X 4-  5X 3 + 3X 2 + 2. 
/ 
We shall apply to it some of the different e.~timates and algorithms given above. 
By Theorem A, 
M(P) ~ [IPll2 = (76) t/2 < 8.718. 
By the corollary of Theorem B 
M(P) <..<. (76- ( -  15 -30+6+ 1)z/76) 1/2 < 7.55. 
Then applying Graeffe's method we get successively 
PI(X) = X 6 + 11X 5 + 52X 4 + 15X 3 + 33X 2 + 12X + 4, 
Pz(X) = X 6 - 17X s + 2440X 4 + 2951X 3 + 1145X 2 + 120X + 16, 
P3(X) = X 6 + 4591X 5 + 6056224X 4 -  3116689X 3+ 680865X / 
+ 22240X + 256. 
If we apply Proposition 1 for m = 3, we get 
2-6/811P31I,'a ~< M(P) <~ IIP311~/a, 
so that 
4-252 < M(P) < 7-152. 
The application of the corollary of Theorem B to P3 gives M(P) < 7.053. 
We are much more interested in a good upper bound for M(P) than in some lower 
bound, so we stop the computation at the third step. Nevertheless, we can easily refine the 
previous lowerbound of M(P); looking at the third coefficient of P3, we get 
6056224 ~< (62) M(P3), 
so that 
M(P) >1 (6056224/15) 1/s > 5.02. 
Instead of trying to apply Proposition 2 to find # P, here Proposition 3 and a glance at 
Pa give at once 
#P=2,  
and show that P has no zero on the unit circle. Moreover, it is easy to prove that P has 
no real root of absolute value >/1. Thus, P has two conjugate complex roots of modulus 
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< 1 (as P is monic, this shows that it is irreducible over 7/). These informations enable us 
to get a sharper estimate of M(P). For that we consider again the third coefficient 
b := 6056224 of P3. This coefficient is the sum of all pairs of distinct roots of P3, so it 
satisfies the inequalities 
Ma-SM4-6  ~< b ~< MS+8M4+6,  
where M denotes M(P). 
This implies the estimate 
(b+22)1/2-4 < M 4 < (b+ 10)1/2+4, 
and finally 
7.0404 < M(P) < 7.0462. 
4.2. COST OF THE ALGORITHMS 
Suppose P is a polynomial of degree d with integer coefficients of (binary) length at 
most h. Applying Theorem A or the corollary of Theorem B, we get an upper bound of 
M(P) in time O(d2h 2) (we suppose that the product of two integers and the square of a 
polynomial are computed by the trivial algorithms), but Theorem B itself does not seem 
to be of practical interest: the values of l, can be computed by Gramm's method (see 
Lawton, 1975), but this neetis rather complicated computations. Even more, Theorem B 
does not give any lower bound for M(P). We have been unable to find a constructive 
proof of this theorem and this leads to the following question: 
Open problem? : given e > 0, is it possible to find some effective 
integer no such that l,, >i M(P) -  e for n I> no? 
Suppose now that we use Proposition 1 at the order rn to estimate M(P). Then, using 
again trivial algorithms, the cost is 
O(d2h 2 + d2(2h) 2+ . . .  +d2(2"h) 2) = O(d222"nh ~) 
and the relative precision on M(P) is 2 d'2 - 1. In other words, to get a relative precision of 
order 10 -k, this algorithm needs a time O(d2k2h2). With a faster method to compute the 
product of two large integers this time can be reduced to O(d2kh log (kh)). Moreover, the 
use of the F.F.T. to compute the square of a polynomial would permit to replace the 
factor d 2 by d log d. In any case, like for the example, there is no practical reason to take 
a large value of m (or of k). 
Computations of many examples how that very often Proposition 2 (or even better-- 
as in the example--Proposition 3) can be applied with a small value of m to compute 
# P. A study of the theoretical maximal cost of the application of Proposition 2 would be 
rather tedious and of almost no practical interest, so we omit it. We .assert hat "very 
often" #P can be obtained in time O(d2h 2) (or even O(d log dh log h) for the purists). 
Finally, it is clear that the computations involved by Proposition 5 are rather expensive 
and we consider that this result is mostly of theoretical interest. 
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